Natural products have served as an inspiration to scientists both for their complex threedimensional architecture and exquisite biological activity. Promysalin is one such Pseudomonad secondary metabolite that exhibits narrow-spectrum antibacterial activity, originally isolated from the rhizosphere. We herein utilize affinity-based protein profiling (AfBPP) to identify succinate dehydrogenase (Sdh) as the biological target of the natural product. The target was further Figure 4. (A) Zone of inhibition for PA14 wild type (left) and both mutants O5 (middle) and N5 (right) when treated with promysalin (P), gentamicin (G), and DMSO (D). Insets show different morphologies (SCV on right). Below is crystal violet staining of untreated cells depicting the increase in biofilm formation for strain N5. (B) Location of the I206V mutation associated with promysalin resistance. Below, the sdhB gene is depicted, including the 2Fe-2S iron-sulfur cluster binding domain and showing the single-nucleotide polymorphism and amino acid change associated with promysalin resistance. At bottom, the structure of the binding pocket is shown with promysalin (left) and ubiquinone (right), highlighting the location of I206. Keohane et al.
validated in silico, in vitro, in vivo, and through the selection, and sequencing, of a resistant mutant. Succinate dehydrogenase plays an essential role in primary metabolism of Pseudomonas aeruginosa as the only enzyme that is involved both in the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and in respiration via the electron transport chain. These findings add credence to other studies that suggest that the TCA cycle is an understudied target in the development of novel therapeutics to combat P. aeruginosa, a significant pathogen in clinical settings.
INTRODUCTION
The continued rise of antibiotic resistant bacterial infections warrants the development of novel treatments with unique modes of action. To date, there is a general lack of diversity among cellular targets of approved antibiotics with recent reports estimating that fewer than 25 targets are represented. 1 Most of these compounds are nondiscriminatory (broadspectrum), and they target essential pathways such as cell wall or protein synthesis. 2 Although some "narrow-spectrum" therapies are available, they target large subsets of bacteria (anaerobes vs aerobes, Gram-positive vs Gram-negative) instead of focusing on particular pathogenic species. The latter method of treatment would be preferred in an effort to reduce adverse side effects to the host and microbiome communities and to minimize the development of resistance. However, both financial and technical limitations have thwarted such efforts to date. 3 Furthermore, the identification of either (1) unique targets that would permit selective killing or (2) compounds that discriminate species is not trivial; this presents a clear unmet need that is ripe for discovery.
The combination of microbial diversity and evolutionary pressure has incentivized bacteria to create natural products with extraordinary selectivity and bioactivity. These scaffolds serve with distinction as antibacterial agents as an estimated 70% of marketed antibiotics are derived from natural products. One specific example exists within the rhizosphere where predominantly Gram-negative bacteria, particularly the Pseudomonads, utilize chemical warfare to both colonize the environment (quorum sensing) and defend themselves (antibiotics). 4, 5 Of particular health interest is the bacterial species Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Pa), an opportunistic environmental pathogen inherently resistant to many antibiotics yet rarely infective to healthy individuals. 6 However, those with compromised immune systems (i.e., burn victims, chemotherapy patients, and the chronically hospitalized) or cystic fibrosis are especially susceptible to a fatal infection. In 2013, the Centers for Disease Control listed multidrug resistant Pa one of the top 15 urgent/serious microbial threats facing society, and Recent efforts by both the De Mot 8 and Muller 9 laboratories have focused on this call by targeting untapped resources within the soil, which are rich in diversity. Thorough work by both groups has revealed natural products with complex chemical architecture and unique bioactivity providing inspiration for organic chemists as platforms for further discovery. One such example is the Pseudomonad secondary metabolite promysalin, which possesses species-selective inhibitory activity against Pa (initially reported IC 50 = 0.83 µg/mL; MBC = 100 µg/mL against PA14), while inducing swarming and biofilm formation in a related species, P. putida (Pp). 10 In 2015, our group completed the first total synthesis of the natural product, which enabled our elucidation of promysalin's relative and absolute stereochemistry and also confirmed the reported biological activity. 11 We also showed for the first time that promysalin repressed fluorescence of P. putida KT2440, which is presumably attributed to the inhibition of pyoverdine production by the bacterium. We postulated that this phenotype might result from its ability to bind iron and therefore synthesized a concise library of analogs to test this hypothesis. Not only did this work provide initial structure-activity relationships that guided the findings provided herein, but it also confirmed that promysalin was capable of chelating iron, albeit weakly.
Despite the interesting and unique biological effects of promysalin, its mode of action remained unclear. Two potential mechanisms could explain the species-selective mode of action of this natural product. First, promysalin might act as a sideromycin, an antibiotic that hijacks siderophore transport through an iron-binding motif (Figure 1 ). 12 Alternatively, promysalin could be targeting a difference in primary metabolism between species of Pseudomonads. 13 The latter mechanism initially seemed counterintuitive: one would not expect that an essential enzyme, critical to nearly all life, could be the target of a narrowspectrum agent. Nonetheless, here we report the surprising finding that the target of promysalin is succinate dehydrogenase (Sdh), a conserved enzyme that plays a key role in both in the tricarboxylic acid cycle (TCA) and in respiration.
RESULTS

The Inhibitory Activity of Promysalin Is Not Affected by Iron Concentration
Previous reports have demonstrated that the inhibitory activity of sideromycins is correlated to iron concentration as they rely on a chelation strategy to penetrate bacterial cells. 14 In an elegant display of chemical creativity, the Miller group used these molecules as inspiration and developed a second-generation of synthetic sideromycins, whereby established antibiotics were covalently tethered to known siderophores, effectively creating a "Trojan Horse" strategy that was remarkably successful. 15, 16 This approach is best exemplified by BAL30072, a novel siderophore-sulfactam conjugate that entered Phase 1 clinical trials. 17 Similarly, these molecules also rely on iron concentration and their activity can be enhanced by either the introduction of strong iron chelators or prior removal of iron from the media. Based on this knowledge, we sought to probe the bioactivity of promysalin against Pa strains PAO1 and PA14 over a range of iron concentrations. Under iron-limited conditions, we expected transcriptional upregulation of iron transport systems would facilitate the diffusion of promysalin into the cell and consequently increase its potency akin to sideromycins. However, our studies revealed that there was no identifiable effect of the available iron on efficacy as indicated by IC 50 values, suggesting that iron chelation is coincidental and separate from antibiotic activity.
Previous work investigating the mechanism of action of BAL30072 identified the iron receptor PiuA as the active transporter responsible for the uptake of the molecule into Pa. 18 PiuA is a member of the TonB dependent transporter (TBT) family, which are membranebound proteins responsible for the active transport of siderophores by means of the proton motive force. 19 Transcription of such systems is up-regulated in response to stress 20 and conversely down-regulated when an equilibrium is met, as excess iron is toxic. Previous findings have shown that TBTs regulate pyoverdine production and also vary widely between Pseudomonads, which could potentially explain our prior results. Initially, we investigated the ability of promysalin to form an Fe 3+ -bound complex with a variety of iron sources (Fe(acac) 3 , (NH 4 ) 5 [Fe(C 6 H 4 O 7 ) 2 ], and FeCl 3 ) by UV-visible spectroscopy. In all instances, we did not observe the characteristic Fe 3+ -siderophore complex at ~500 nm seen in other systems like enterobactin ( Figure S1 ). Recently, one of our laboratories solved the crystal structure of PiuA and revealed the putative binding site of BAL30072. 19 To further confirm that promysalin was not interacting via the PiuA system we sought to use isothermal microcalorimetry titration experiments to determine the extent at which the natural product binds. However, these studies again refuted our earlier hypothesis as no appreciable interaction was observed ( Figure S2 ). Taken in sum, these findings demonstrate that although promysalin is capable of binding iron, it does not appear to be acting as a viable siderophore and/or using siderophore transport channels to elicit its response.
Affinity-Based Protein Profiling Identifies Succinate Dehydrogenase as the Biological Target of Promysalin
With our initial siderophore-based hypothesis disproven, we next planned to implement affinity-based protein profiling (AfBPP) to identify likely candidates. At the onset of this project, it was unclear if promysalin covalently modified its target; we therefore decided to install a photoaffinity probe to ensure capture of the biological moiety. The Yao group previously developed a concise route to a stand-alone diazirine photoprobe flanked on one end with an alkyne for AfBPP and a primary amine on the other primed for amidation chemistry. 21 Initially, we envisioned installing the diazirine photoprobe to the side chain hydroxyl group, as that position was reactive based on our protecting group scheme from our previous total synthesis; however, our previous analog studies discouraged this modification. 22 Instead, we focused our efforts on the alkylation of the amide nitrogen, which can be easily accessed from our earlier routes. For preliminary screening, we appended a propargyl moiety to the amide nitrogen, S4, (Scheme S1), which was approximately 3-fold less active than the natural product (218 vs 67 nM in PA14), thus permitting our strategy to synthesize the amide probe (full synthetic details are provided in the Supporting Information). Antibacterial activity of the probe was confirmed, with an IC 50 value of 1.7 µM (in PA14), supporting its use for proteomic studies.
With the probe in hand we turned to AfBPP to elucidate the protein targets of promysalin. For each experiment, three different sample types were prepared for gel-free in situ proteomic analysis (Figure 2A ). Cultures of P. aeruginosa PAO1 and PA14 were grown to log phase and incubated with either (1) promysalin photoprobe, (−)-2, (2) inactive promysalin photoprobe, (−)-3, or (3) promysalin (−)-1 followed by promysalin photoprobe (−)-2 (competitive inhibitor); experiments (2) and (3) serve to identify and eliminate any false positives. After UV irradiation, cells were lysed, reacted in situ with biotin-azide, and enriched on avidin beads. Enriched proteins were subjected to a trypsin-digest and labeled with light, medium or heavy isotopes via dimethyl-isotope labeling. 23 Isotope labels were switched throughout biological replicates and samples with corresponding labels were pooled prior to LC-MS/MS measurement. Statistical analysis revealed only a small number of significantly (p-value ≤0.05; log 2 -ratio ≥1) enriched proteins ( Figures 2B,C and S3 ). The most prominent hit in both Pa strains (PAO1 and PA14) as visualized by the volcano plot in Figure 2 was the succinate dehydrogenase Csubunit (SdhC); furthermore, the enrichment could be outcompeted by promysalin thereby providing preliminary validation of SdhC as the biological target.
In efforts to initially confirm our proteomic studies we sought to determine an in vitro IC 50 against Sdh itself. While previous reports mention isolating Sdh from Pa membranes we instead leveraged a commercially available colorimetric mitochondrial Sdh assay. 24 This would both give us confidence in Sdh as the target (as bacterial and mammalian enzymes are homologous) and provide information regarding selectivity between the two kingdoms. We observe complete inhibition of complex II at 200 µM and an IC 50 of 2.5 µM. It should be noted that the ~50-fold difference in activity between the in vitro mammalian assay and the in vivo bacterial studies suggests that promysalin preferentially targets bacteria, which warrants future studies.
Computational Molecular Docking Supports Succinate Dehydrogenase as the Target of Promysalin
With consistent proteomic data and in vitro inhibitory activity in hand we sought to identify a putative binding site with computational modeling. Ideally, we would have preferred to cocrystallize promysalin with Sdh; however, the Pseudomonas protein has not yet been crystallized. The homologous enzyme in E. coli has been structurally characterized, 25 and thus this served as a starting point for modeling the Pseudomonas enzyme. Previous work also identified several small molecules that inhibit E. coli Sdh at the ubiquinone-binding site ( Figure 3A) , and based on shared structural features of these compounds we anticipated that promysalin would bind at the analogous site ( Figure 3B ). 26 We aligned each of these known inhibitors onto the Pseudomonas enzyme then used these compounds as the basis for pharmacophoric matching using a broad range of possible promysalin three-dimensional conformations. Upon energy minimization, these yielded many bound poses with comparable predicted energetics; thus, we leveraged our existing structure-activity relationship (SAR) data to narrow down the possible models. 22 To our satisfaction, we found that the SAR was fully consistent with only one of these very diverse models: this points to the stringency of the constraints that arise from our thorough SAR characterization and provides confidence in the final model. There are three key observations that allowed us to reject all possible models but this one. First, we previously reported that the replacement of the ester linker with an amide abolished activity: in the docked model the ester adopts a conformation where the oxygen is engaged in intramolecular hydrogen bonding, whereas an amide substitution here would abolish this favorable interaction ( Figure 3C ). Second, replacing the salicylate hydroxyl group with a methoxy group greatly reduced activity: in the docked model this hydroxyl group engages in hydrogen bonding with a nearby aspartate and tyrosine; alkylating the oxygen would render these interactions impossible ( Figure 3D and F) . Finally, adding a methyl group to the dehydroproline heterocycle resulted in a compound with moderate activity; in the docked model this position points outward from the binding pocket, explaining how incorporation of an extra substituent is tolerated ( Figure 3E ). This model is additionally consistent with information that was not part of the SAR used in its selection ( Figure 3F) . The model includes a hydrogen bond between a backbone carbonyl of SdhC and the alcohol side chain on the myristate region: the modeled position and orientation of the side chain alcohol explains why its stereochemistry was important for activity (changing this stereochemistry would lead to a steric clash), and yet its removal was also tolerated. Separately, we note that promysalin must bind in a manner that can accommodate the diazirine photoprobe with only minimal effects on bioactivity (~10× less active): the terminal amide in this model engages in two hydrogen bonds with the enzyme, and still would allow the alkyne moiety of the photoprobe to project toward the hydrophobic groove occupied by the fatty acid side chain.
Another key consequence of this model relates to the strainspecific activity of promysalin. We mapped the sequences for each Sdh subunit for PAO1, PA14, and KT2440 back onto this model of binding: notably, there was not a single sequence difference among the three at this site. The model therefore implies that the observed differential activity is not based on binding preferences of promysalin for Sdh, but rather upon some other factor that distinguishes these strains.
Whole Genome Sequencing of Promysalin-Resistant PA14 Identifies a Mutation in Succinate Dehydrogenase
There is precedence that bacteria and fungi can generate resistance to Sdh inhibitors. For example, carboxin resistance is of major concern in the agriculture industry and a number of Sdh mutations have been disclosed which render the compound inactive. 27, 28 In an effort to validate both our proteomic results and our proposed docking model we sought to select for a promysalin-resistant mutant in PA14. Toward this end, bacteria were subjected to a range of concentrations (sub-lethal to lethal) of promysalin daily for a 24-day period. After the course of treatment, two morphologically distinct mutant strains were obtained ( Figure 4A ). Strain O5, which had a similar morphology to that of the parent strain was >60-fold more resistant to promysalin. The mutant contained a nonsynonymous single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) in SdhB, which resulted in an I206V mutation within the ubiquinone binding site at the interface of SdhB and SdhC ( Figure 4B ). This subtle mutation is unique to promysalin as it has not been identified in carboxin-resistant strains and is likely attributed to a greater loss of hydrophobic contact with promysalin when compared to ubiquinone.
revealed the same SNP in Sdh and a second mutation in YfiR, a regulator of intracellular cdi-GMP levels. 29, 30 YfiR mutants have been shown to form small colony variants (SCVs) thereby explaining the altered morphology. 30 SCVs due to YfiR mutation, which were initially isolated from the lung of a cystic fibrosis patient, are known to possess higher levels of persistence and biofilm formation. 30 Strain N5 displayed a 10-fold increase in resistance to promysalin (IC 50 = 646 nM) and a significant increase in biofilm formation, in line with previous studies of this mutation ( Figure 4A ). Taken in sum, the WGS data further validates our proteomic, in vitro, and docking model confirming succinate dehydrogenase as the biological target of promysalin in PA14.
Promysalin Leverages Differences in the Metabolic Flux of the Tricarboxylic Acid Cycle To Elicit Species-Selectivity
The tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle is an essential pathway in primary metabolism and facilitates the release of stored energy through a series of eight reactions. 31 Succinate dehydrogenase is an enzyme that is part of both the TCA cycle and the electron transport chain (housed in membrane). 32 Its specific function within the process is to catalyze the oxidation of succinate to fumarate with simultaneous reduction of the cofactor ubiquinone (CoQ 10 ) to ubiquinol ( Figure 5A ). Under stress, however, alternative pathways can be employed. The glyoxylate shunt pathway is one such alternative which circumvents four of the eight steps in the TCA cycle, one of which involves Sdh, for specific metabolic uses. 33 In the glyoxylate pathway, isocitrate is converted to glyoxylate and sequentially converted to malate, thereby bypassing several transformations including the oxidation of succinate. Alternatively, isocitrate can also be directly converted to succinate. However, in this pathway, the succinate produced is often released for energy production and biosynthesis, suggesting metabolism and subsequent cellular function can persist without Sdh.
Based on this understanding of the TCA cycle, we postulated that we could rationalize the species-selectivity of promysalin on differences in metabolism which would become clear through microbiological growth assays in defined media. Toward this end, we first attempted, albeit unsuccessfully, to rescue growth of Pa through media supplementation of fumarate. These results were not surprising based on the dual modality of Sdh, as this enzyme not only converts succinate to fumarate but also facilitates electron transport. Although the supplementation assay would rescue the former deficiency, it would not address the latter. We next hypothesized that through purposefully selected feeding studies we could potentially override any inherent species-specific preferences in primary metabolism. To begin, we grew each strain (PA14, PAO1, PP KT2440, and PP RW10S1) in either TSB or M9 minimal media supplemented with either succinate or glucose. As expected, promysalin was active only against Pa and not Pp in TSB and M9 media supplemented with glucose as these carbon sources allowed the bacteria to utilize either the full TCA cycle or the shunt pathway in a fully aerobic process. Conversely, a clear zone of inhibition is present in both Pp strains (gentamicin shown as a control) as can be seen in Figure 5B , including the producing organism, demonstrating that promysalin is capable of inhibiting the growth of Pp in presumably nonenvironmental circumstances. While explain this finding by revisiting the isolation paper where the genome of the producing strain was fully sequenced. 10 In that report, no transporter or resistance genes were disclosed; however, the gene cluster encoding the biosynthesis of the natural product is found immediately adjacent to the TCA genes and presumably under the control of the same promoter. This would allow the bacteria to modify its metabolism accordingly whenever antibiotic production was activated. Taken in sum, these results shed light on how promysalin can elicit is species-selectivity through the inhibition of Sdh.
DISCUSSION
We report herein a multidisciplinary approach to identify the biological target of the Pseudomonad secondary metabolite promysalin. Based on the narrow-spectrum activity of the natural product, we expected to either identify a target unique to Pa or a transporter specific to the natural product. Instead, we uncovered succinate dehydrogenase, an enzyme involved in primary metabolism, as the biological target; computational modeling, in vitro assays, and whole genome sequencing of resistant mutants further validated these findings. Previous studies have shown that other rhizosphere natural products, like siccanin, a fungal natural product, also target Sdh. This small molecule was "rediscovered" through an initial screen for Pa membrane inhibitors but was later shown to be species-selective preferentially targeting Pa, but not E. coli or Corynebacterium glutamicum. 34 When considering promysalin and siccanin, recent studies investigating the effect of growth conditions on essential functions of Pa confirm SdhABCD as essential, regardless of growth media. These findings complement the siccanin data, as SdhABCD has been found to be nonessential in corresponding E. coli investigations. 35 This difference in activity can be understood via the dual roles that Sdh serves both in metabolism by means of the TCA cycle and in respiration through the electron transport chain (ETC). While Pa is able, under specific conditions, to grow and survive via fermentation, respiration is almost solely responsible for ATP production (via oxidative phosphorylation following the ETC); consequently, unless in the proper environment, Pa requires the ETC to generate ATP and survive. 35, 36 This facultative anaerobic behavior is a critical difference between Pa and Pp as Pp possesses a highly versatile aerobic metabolism, often favoring the Entner-Doudoroff pathway. 37 Furthermore, recent work by the Collins lab has demonstrated that metabolic flux in Pa greatly varies between growth conditions (i.e., carbon sources), and that by targeting specific enzymes within the TCA cycle, one can potentiate antibiotic activity. These findings may help to explain the differential activity between PAO1 and PA14, though they cannot fully rationalize the inactivity in Pp. 13 In a separate study looking at systems-level metabolic pathways, it has been postulated that Pp may be able to interchangeably utilize the glyoxylate shunt pathway in lieu of the TCA cycle without sacrificing overall growth. 38 Future work in our laboratory will seek to confirm these computational findings via transcriptomic studies.
Growth of Pa in sublethal concentrations of promysalin over a 24 day period led to the identification of a single, consistent mutation in SdhB, which was conserved across all replicates. This mutation, I206V, presumably results in a reduction of hydrophobic contacts with promysalin, reducing its affinity, while only having a minor effect on ubiquinone binding as demonstrated by its similar growth profile. In addition to the SdhB mutation, a portion of the resistant population also displayed the SCV phenotype, which WGS revealed to be a double mutant of both SdhB and YfiR. The abnormal morphology of the single colonies, containing the YfiR mutation, is consistent with YfiR knockouts, which were first discovered in Pa CF sputum isolates. 30 YfiR acts as the regulator in the YfiBNR system closely regulating YfiN, which functions as a diguanylate cyclase, producing c-di-GMP. In wild-type strains, YfiN is repressed by YfiR; however, in YfiR mutants, the derepression of YfiN leads to an increased production of c-di-GMP. 30 Adaptations of this mutation increase the number of persister cells and also form more robust biofilms ( Figure 4A ). 39 Presumably, the initial YfiR mutation in Pa arose in a similar manner, that is, from the sublethal treatment of antibiotic. It will be interesting to see if the mutation of YfiR is a common defense mechanism utilized by Pa to resist antibiotic treatment.
Taken together, we initially identified the target of a species-selective antibiotic via proteomic studies. The success of these studies hinged on our previous analog findings thereby allowing for the chemical synthesis of a diazirine photoprobe which retained activity. Succinate dehydrogenase was identified using AfBPP and was further validated with in vitro assays, feeding studies, and whole genome sequencing of resistant mutants. Computational molecular docking was used to predict the putative binding pose within the ubiquinone pocket, and additionally provided insight into the basis for the observed I206V resistance mutation. Furthermore, we show that, under specific media conditions, the species-selective nature of promysalin is abolished to the extent that it is capable of inhibiting growth of its producing strain. Our findings add to the emerging discoveries focusing on the targeting of the TCA cycle both to potentiate existing antibiotics and also to develop narrow-spectrum therapies, which will undoubtedly find utility both in drug discovery and in deconvoluting multispecies microbiomes. 
